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Abstract
We study the energy and intensity dependence of the dephasing time T2 of the
polarization in CuCl inside an excitonic resonance by a femtosecond four-
wave mixing technique at 5 K. We first compare results obtained on bulk
material and on epitaxial films of different thicknesses for a backward-scattering
configuration. This configuration is most sensitive to the region close to the
surface of the samples. In bulk material, the coherence properties of the
polarization are mainly limited by recombination processes and scattering with
acoustic phonons while they are in addition influenced by scattering with
impurities and/or imperfections in the epitaxial films. In these films, in a
transmission configuration, the polarization dephases less rapidly than it appears
in retrodiffusion, indicating the importance of surface recombination processes
and of the polariton propagation.

1. Introduction

Exciton phase relaxation was investigated in a number of quantum confined structures [1–10],
using four-wave mixing (FWM) techniques in different configurations. In bulk material, it is
mainly the coherence properties of localized states in ternary compounds [11], bound-exciton
complexes [12], exciton–biexciton transitions [13], and biexcitons [14, 15] that have been
studied. The results obtained have been discussed in terms of localization or scattering of
coherent excitons or biexcitons with defects, free carriers, coherent or noncoherent excitons,
and phonons.

For free dipole-active excitons in bulk material, where polariton effects become important,
the situation is quite different and the energy dependencies of scattering processes, which limit
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the coherence times, have been studied [16–20] less extensively. This is partly due to the fact
that the absorption of samples close or within their excitonic resonances is very strong. This
makes FWM experiments in a transmission configuration quite difficult to perform, and thin
samples have to be used. In reflection, on the other hand, surface effects are dominant and the
polarization induced by the light field is qualitatively different from that of excitonic polaritons,
which are the propagating modes inside the crystal [21]. At the surface, in addition to the bulk
modes, surface polaritons exist, which propagate almost parallel to the surface but do not decay
radiatively [22]. They can, however, contribute to polariton dephasing due to scattering. In
addition, because of the important absorption at the exciton resonance, high-density effects
can show up, which complicate the interpretation of the results obtained even more.

As we will discuss in detail, CuCl possesses only a few, well-separated electronic
resonances. This simple structure, the significant binding energies of excitons and biexcitons,
and the absence of any electron–hole plasma under resonant exciton excitation conditions make
CuCl a model semiconductor in which to study electronic excitations close to the absorption
band edge. The study of the coherence properties is very attractive since quasiparticles can be
excited selectively, even if spectrally broad femtosecond laser sources are used. One should
stress, however, that the excitons (and in consequence also the excitonic polaritons) still have
an internal degree of freedom. Therefore, their coherence can be destroyed by a simple spin-
flip in the exciton wavefunction, which can be induced by elastic scattering processes with
defects or with other quasiparticles.

We discuss in this work the influence of the polariton effect on the dynamics of coherent
signal generation inside the exciton resonance in bulk CuCl and in thin epitaxial films. We
show for a reflection configuration that in bulk CuCl at 5 K, recombination and dephasing
processes are enhanced due to surface effects, while in thin films additional scattering with
crystal imperfections and/or impurities becomes important. When comparing our results to
those obtained with a thin film in a transmission configuration, we can estimate the contributions
of surface effects to the dephasing.

2. Optical properties of CuCl

Copper chloride has cubic zinc-blende structure. It is a direct-band-gap semiconductor with an
energy gap of about 3.4 eV at 4 K, whose lowest-lying conduction band (transforming like �6)
and highest valence band of �7 symmetry are only spin degenerate. The next valence band,
of �8 symmetry, is separated from the highest one by 69 meV due to spin–orbit coupling.
In this situation, the exciton ground state (the corresponding exciton series is labelled Z3) is
fourfold degenerate with a binding energy of 190 meV at 4 K. The exciton states transform
as �2 and �5, respectively. As a consequence of the significant binding energy, the exciton
Bohr radius is very small (about 0.7 nm). The analytical and the nonanalytical exchange
interactions lift the degeneracy of the ground state. It is thus split into a triplet exciton state
(Etr = 3.2000 eV), twofold-degenerate transverse excitons, and a longitudinal exciton [21].
Since the transverse excitons are dipole active, they couple strongly to the light field and form
new quasiparticles: the excitonic polaritons. In the ‘bottleneck region’ of these polaritons
(situated roughly between the energy of the transverse exciton at ET = 3.2025 eV and that of
the longitudinal exciton at EL = 3.2080 eV [23]) their dispersion relation E(k) (where E is
the energy of the polariton and k its wavevector) is almost horizontal. This gives rise to a very
small group velocity vg and a high density of states of the polaritons in the bottleneck region. In
addition, the polaritons are exciton-like and can undergo scattering processes. It is important
to notice that exciton states of a given wavevector contribute to both the upper- and lower-
branch polaritons. Because of this coupling, the dephasing of excitonic polaritons inside the
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bottleneck region will reflect the dephasing of the upper-branch polaritons equally as well as
that on the lower branch. In addition, excitonic molecules (or biexcitons) have been identified
in CuCl by means of two-photon absorption [24, 25]. Their binding energy (measured with
respect to the energy of two triplet excitons 2Etr ) is also very significant (28 meV).

3. Samples and experiment

FWM experiments were performed on CuCl samples of different types: monocrystalline CuCl
platelets were grown by a vapour-phase transport method in a closed tube containing H2 and
CuCl powder [26]. The thickness of the platelets studied here in detail is about 20 µm.
Epitaxial CuCl films with thickness of 3–0.1 µm were grown on cleaved CaF2 substrates by
the thermal evaporation method. The samples are placed in a cryostat, which is equipped with
a temperature-controlled helium gas flow and cooled down to 5 K.

We use in our experiments degenerate FWM techniques in a standard two-beam
configuration. The spectrally broad femtosecond pulses from a self-mode-locked Ti:sapphire
laser are frequency doubled by a beta-BaB2O4 (BBO) crystal. The photon energy of the
excitation is centred at 3.202 eV (λL = 387 nm). The full width at half-maximum (FWHM)
for the frequency-doubled femtosecond pulses (with a duration of τL = 140 fs) is about
18 meV (2.2 nm). The beam is split into two parts of equal intensity. These collinearly
polarized light beams with wavevectors k1 and k2 are focused onto the surface of the sample.
The FWM signal is then detected—time-integrated but spectrally resolved—by a spectrometer
and a photomultiplier, using lock-in techniques. The signal is analysed as a function of the time
delay �t between the two incident pulses for various excitation intensities. The backward-
scattering (reflection) configuration is chosen since (even when using high-quality samples)
the signal is strongly reabsorbed in the exciton spectral region. However, we compare our
results with those obtained with our thinnest sample in the forward-scattering (transmission)
configuration.

Figure 1 shows the photon energy dependence of the FWM signal intensity in the reflection
configuration (full curve) for a delay of 300 fs between the two pulses. The sample is a film
of 0.1 µm thickness. It is compared to the spectral shape of the incident laser pulse (dotted
curve), and to the spectral shape of the pulse, transmitted through the sample (dashed curve),
not corrected for reflection losses. One clearly observes that the FWM signal is centred in the
region of high absorption. It has its maximum at 3.206 eV, i.e. inside the bottleneck region,
and shows a shoulder at 3.202 eV. The latter energy corresponds to the spectral position of the
minimum of the group velocity of excitonic polaritons in CuCl [27].

4. Experimental results in retrodiffusion

Figure 2 shows the spectrally resolved FWM signal intensity as a function of time delay �t

in a semilogarithmic plot for the 0.1 µm film sample. The total-intensity difference between
minimum (black) and maximum (white) corresponds to five decades. As in figure 1, the signal is
important only in the bottleneck region and its maximum is situated at 3.207 eV and at temporal
coincidence. The excitation intensity per pulse is 1.6 MW cm−2 (2.5 × 1011 photons cm−2).
One clearly observes that the decay dynamics depends on the photon energy of the signal and
that with increasing delay time �t between the two pulses, the maximum of the signal shifts
to lower photon energies.

If we analyse the dynamics of the signal, we find that the signals decay exponentially for
most photon energies, except for photon energies between 3.199 and 3.202 eV. Figure 3 shows
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Figure 1. The energy dependence of the FWM signal intensity for a delay �t = 300 fs in the
reflection configuration (solid curve) and the transmitted intensity of the laser pulse—through the
0.1 µm film sample—not corrected for reflection losses (dashed curve). The spectral shape of the
incident pulse is also shown (dotted curve).
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Figure 2. Spectrally resolved FWM signal intensity as a function of the time delay �t between
the pulses in the exciton spectral region for the 0.1 µm CuCl film on CaF2 substrate in a reflection
configuration. Laser pulses (FWHM of 18 meV, 140 fs duration) are centred at the photon energy
3.202 eV. The plot is on a logarithmic scale and five decades are shown.

the signal decrease as a function of �t for a photon energy of 3.202 eV on a semilogarithmic
scale. The signal shows two contributions. We analyse it in terms of a double-exponential
decay of the form

I = A1 exp(−�t/τ1) + A2 exp(−�t/τ2), (1)

where τ1, τ2 are time constants andA1,A2 statistical weights, respectively. The inset of figure 3
gives the different time constants as functions of photon energy. We observe in all cases the
fast decay with a time constant of about τ1 = 0.13 ps and in the region around 3.202 eV a
slowing down of the decay to one with a time constant of τ2 = 0.45 ps. The time constant
τ1 = 0.13 ps is shorter than our time resolution, indicating that the dephasing processes are
faster.

We now present FWM measurements on different CuCl samples and for several excitation
intensities, i.e. for different exciton densities. The experiments are performed in a reflection
configuration. When studying a 20 µm thick CuCl platelet, as shown in figure 4(a) for a
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Figure 3. FWM signal intensity as a function of time delay at a photon energy of 3.202 eV in a
reflection configuration. The solid curve corresponds to a fit by a double-exponential function. The
inset shows the decay time constants as functions of the photon energy in the exciton bottleneck
region. Filled squares give the fast part, open circles the slow part.

photon energy of 3.203 eV and a maximum excitation intensity of 0.725 MW cm−2, the signal
decrease can again be analysed in terms of a double-exponential decay (equation (1)). The
time constants are about τ1 = 130 fs and τ2 = 600 fs, respectively. No intensity dependence
is observed. The slow decay time constant and the relative intensities of the two contributions
depend on the photon energy. This is shown in more detail for the same platelet in figure 4(b).
Here, the photon energy of detection is tuned to 3.195 eV and the maximum excitation intensity
is 1.6 MW cm−2. At this photon energy, we observe only the slow exponential decay of the
signal with a time constant of about τ = 400 fs while that of the thin film (see the inset of
figure 3) is much faster. The FWM decay dynamics is again independent of the excitation
intensity, which can, however, only be varied by a factor of 10.

Close to 3.202 eV, CuCl epitaxial films show a dynamics which is similar to that of bulk
material. As shown in figures 4(c) and (d), where the maximum excitation intensity is again
1.6 MW cm−2, the time constants are about τ1 = 130 fs and τ2 = 385 fs, respectively, for the
sample of 3 µm thickness, and about τ1 = 150 fs and τ2 = 480 fs for the sample of 0.1 µm
thickness. As discussed above, the decay times τ2 are shorter for other photon energies. The
τ2-value given above is slightly higher than the one deduced from figure 3 where the sample
was studied under the same conditions as here. This gives an estimate of the error bars (<10%)
in our analysis.

Figure 5 shows for the same photon energy (3.202 eV) the values of A1 and A2, as a
function of exciton density, for the sample of 0.1 µm thickness. As for the platelet, the
statistical weight A1 of the fast component is the most important at this photon energy. The
slow part with statistical weight A2 is much smaller, while it dominates in the platelet for a
photon energy of 3.195 eV. It is important to notice that the sums A1 +A2 usually increase with
the exciton density with an exponent between 2 and 3. This indicates that saturation effects
are not important, since an exponent 3 is expected for a simple χ(3)-process.

From the fit of the experimental data, we plot in figure 6 the dephasing rates � = h̄/τi
(where i = 1, 2), as a function of the exciton density, for both regions:

�(nx) = �0 + βIXnX, (2)

where �0 is the density-independent dephasing rate at 5 K, βIX is the parameter characteristic
for polariton–polariton scattering, and nX the density. As shown in figure 6, in the A2-region
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Figure 4. FWM signal intensities versus delay time in a reflection configuration for a CuCl
platelet at a photon energy of (a) 3.203 eV; (b) at 3.195 eV and for CuCl films of (c) 3 µm;
(d) 0.1 µm thickness, close to 3.202 eV photon energy. The maximum excitation intensity
for (a) is 0.725 MW cm−2 (corresponding to the uppermost curve). For each curve below, the
excitation intensity is reduced by factors 2, 8, 16, respectively. In (b)–(d) the maximum intensity
is 1.6 MW cm−2, which corresponds to the uppermost curves; for each curve below, the excitation
intensity is reduced by a factor of two. Solid curves are double-exponential fits of the experimental
data.
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Figure 5. Dependences of the double-exponential decay parameters on the exciton density for the
CuCl film with 0.1 µm thickness. A1 (full circles), A2 (squares), and A1 +A2 (open circles) are the
statistical weights for the fast and slow parts of the decay and their sum, respectively. An additional
eye-guiding dashed line gives the cubic intensity dependence of χ(3).

the density-independent dephasing rates �0 = 2h̄/T2 are found to be about 1.1 and 1.64 meV
for the CuCl platelet when studied at 3.203 and 3.195 eV, respectively. In the A1-region
the dephasing rates �0 differ significantly from one film to the other, showing the extrinsic
character of the scattering processes involved. For the polariton–polariton scattering parameter
βIX, the numerical fit gives values which are smaller than but of the order of 10−20 meV cm3.
As shown in figure 6, the contribution of such scattering to the dephasing is not significant
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Figure 6. Dephasing rate corresponding to the measured dephasing times versus exciton density.
Solid squares represent the dephasing rate in the platelet at a photon energy E = 3.203 eV; open
squares—rate in the platelet atE = 3.195 eV (slow part only); solid circles—rate in the film of 3µm
thickness at E = 3.202 eV; open circles—rate in the film of 0.1 µm thickness at E = 3.202 eV.
All data are obtained for the fast (A1-region) and slow (A2-region) parts of the decay. Solid lines
show the fit of the experimental points according to equation (2).
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Figure 7. FWM signal intensity as a function of time delay for a CuCl film of 0.1 µm thickness
at a photon energy of 3.207 eV in a transmission configuration. The maximum excitation intensity
is 0.45 MW cm−2 (exciton density 4 × 1015 cm−3) and corresponds to the uppermost curve; for
each curve below, the excitation intensity is reduced by a factor of two. Solid curves are double-
exponential fits of the experimental data.

in our experiment and the values of βIX obtained are not precise. We therefore consider the
dephasing rate � to be independent of the polariton density in our experimental conditions.

5. Experimental results in transmission

Figure 7 shows the FWM signal intensity as a function of time delay obtained with the CuCl
film of 0.1 µm thickness on a CaF2 substrate in a transmission configuration for different
excitation intensities. This thin film has been chosen [15] in order to have a sufficiently low
reabsorption of the signal at the exciton resonance. The maximum intensity is 0.45 MW cm−2.
In the transmission configuration, the excitation intensity could be chosen lower than in the
reflection case since the signal was much stronger. The central photon energy of the laser is
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Figure 8. FWM data for the transmission configuration experiment on the CuCl film of 0.1 µm
thickness as in figure 7: (a) dependences of the double-exponential decay parameters on the exciton
density. A1 (full circles), A2 (squares), and A1 +A2 (open circles) are the statistical weights for the
fast and slow parts of the decay and their sum, respectively (the eye-guiding dashed line gives the
cubic intensity dependence of χ(3)); (b) dephasing rate corresponding to the measured dephasing
times versus exciton density. The data are obtained for the fast (A1-region, solid triangles) and
slow (A2 region, open triangles) parts of the decay. Solid lines show the fit of the experimental
points according to equation (2).
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Figure 9. Coherence time T2 as a function of photon energy for the 0.1 µm CuCl film in a
transmission configuration.

at 3.202 eV and the detection is at 3.207 eV. As in the reflection case, the time-integrated,
spectrally resolved FWM signal emitted into the direction ks = 2k2 − k1 is analysed. Again,
a FWM signal is generated in the bottleneck region of the exciton resonance. It is maximal at
temporal coincidence of the pulses.

When the time delay between the pulses is increased, the signal intensity diminishes,
reflecting the phase relaxation of the polaritons. We can fit the decay as in the reflection
configuration by the double-exponential function (equation (1)). The resulting values of
A1 and A2 as functions of exciton density are given in figure 8(a). As shown in detail in
figure 7, the signal decays with a time constant of τ1 = 90 fs for short delays and with a time
constant of τ2 � 1100 fs for long delay times. Using equation (2), we obtain the density-
independent dephasing rate �0 as 0.6 meV at 5 K together with the scattering parameter
βIX = 3.7 × 10−20 meV cm3, characteristic for polariton–polariton scattering inside the bulk
of the film. As shown in figure 8(b), similarly to the case for the reflection configuration, the
corresponding decay rates � = h̄/τ do not significantly depend on the excitation intensity.

At temporal coincidence, the maximum of the signal intensity is situated between 3.204
and 3.207 eV, inside the bottleneck region of the polariton dispersion where the density of states
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is highest [27]. Unlike the case for the reflection configuration, with increasing time delay the
maximum of the FWM signal remains at a fixed spectral position. As discussed in more detail
in [15], the decay dynamics of the signal generated depends, however, on the photon energy.
This is shown in figure 9 where the dephasing time T2 = 2τ2 as a function of the photon energy
is given. In this case, the laser is tuned to the central photon energy of 3.199 eV and the photon
energy of the detection is varied. The maximum intensity of excitation is quite high, namely
1.7 MW cm−2. Inside the bottleneck region the dephasing time is almost constant while it
decreases drastically outside the bottleneck region.

6. Discussion

We have studied the FWM signal dynamics in CuCl bulk material or epitaxial films in the
bottleneck region in retrodiffusion and transmission configurations. As a function of time
delay, the corresponding spectra show some similarities but also significant differences:

(i) In retrodiffusion, the signal maximum shifts to lower photon energies; in transmission its
position is independent of the time delay.

(ii) Depending on the photon energy, the signals decay exponentially or double exponentially.
(iii) The observed time constants depend on the photon energy, the thickness of the sample,

and on the measuring configuration.

In FWM discussed here, the signal decay is due to decrease of the polariton density in the
region where the signal is generated and to the dephasing of the excitonic polaritons due to
collision processes, which can result in a change of either their wavevector or their internal spin
structure [15,21]. As regards their dephasing processes in general, it is the exciton part of the
polariton wavefunction which undergoes scattering processes [28] due to interactions with other
quasiparticles or with crystal perturbations. At low intensities, excitonic polaritons mainly lose
their phase, which is initially defined by the exciting light field, because of surface effects,
scattering with impurities or imperfections, and through collisions with acoustic or optical
phonons. Since the energy of longitudinal optical phonons in CuCl is 26 meV, scattering with
optical phonons becomes significant only at higher temperature [15]. At higher intensities,
exciton–exciton or exciton–carrier scattering processes may become important [29–31]. As
stated above, due to the high binding energy of excitons and biexcitons in CuCl and the
important spin–orbit splitting, only excitons of the Z3-series are created, even when using
spectrally broad femtosecond pulses. All other electronic quasiparticle populations can be
neglected. Due to the high linear absorption, the excitation depth (in which also the signal
is generated in a reflection configuration) is of the order of 10 nm. At our highest excitation
intensities, this leads to exciton densities of about Nex = 1017 cm−3 for all the samples.
Although the exciton Bohr radius of 0.7 nm is very small in CuCl, these densities are quite
important and dephasing due to exciton–exciton scattering cannot be excluded a priori.

In the polariton dispersion relation, the different dephasing processes give rise to an
energy-dependent damping spectrum �(E) which influences the transmission and reflection
spectra of semiconductors close to the excitonic resonances. Polariton scattering processes [32]
and resulting damping spectra have been discussed in, amongst others, references [33–38],
measuring simultaneously the reflection and transmission of thin CdS samples. Direct
measurements of polariton dephasing were determined in CuCl by a combination of
nondegenerate FWM and time-of-flight measurement [16]. As a general feature it turned
out for CdS that the damping inside and below the exciton bottleneck is mainly determined
by extrinsic polariton scattering processes (for example by elastic scattering with defects or
impurities). In this region, the dephasing mainly follows the frequency behaviour of the
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polariton group velocity. Above the exciton resonance, the dephasing increases resonantly as
the inverse of the group velocity. In this region (above the longitudinal exciton) the dephasing is
mainly due to a relaxation of upper-branch polaritons to states on the lower branch by emission
of acoustical phonons. The situation can be even more complicated inside the bottleneck region
due to the presence of non-dipole-active excitons, which couple to the polaritons due to residual
symmetry-breaking interaction [38]. In CuCl, a resonance-enhanced damping was observed
beyond the exciton resonance, which was attributed to polariton–polariton scattering [16].
These measurements were, in contrast to ours, performed with nondegenerate picosecond
pulses, but the technique could not give definite results inside the bottleneck region because
of the high reabsorption of the signal.

Let us now discuss the results of our measurements. In order to explain the fact that the
spectra of the signal depend on the time delay in retrodiffusion but not in transmission, we
have to recall the polariton nature of the excited quasiparticles. At temporal coincidence, the
signal is maximal at 3.207 eV because the density of polariton states is maximal in this energy
region. In the reflection configuration, since the sample is highly absorbing at the exciton
resonance, the signal is generated mainly in a thin surface layer of the film. Polaritons, which
undergo scattering processes or propagate out of this layer into the sample, are lost for the
FWM process. Since polaritons at an energy E = 3.202 eV have the minimum group velocity
(which is smaller by a factor of 4 than that of the ones close to 3.207 eV [27]), they stay
during a longer time close to the surface and contribute to the FWM signal at longer delays.
This leads to the spectral shift of the FWM with increasing time delay and to the different
spectral shape when compared to the transmission configuration: if the signal is studied in
transmission, reabsorption is equally important if the signal is generated at the front surface
or in the bulk of the sample. The signal generation therefore does not depend on the polariton
group velocity and the spectrum does not evolve with time delay.

When comparing figures 7, 3, and 4(d), measured for the same sample but in different
configurations, we observe a similar initial rapid decrease, which dominates up to 500 fs.
The second decrease shows a much longer time constant in transmission than in the reflection
configuration. We tentatively explain the rapid-decay part as resulting from a parametric FWM
process similar to the induced decay of biexcitons: unbound two-polariton states are excited
by one beam through two-photon absorption and the other beam induces their recombination.
Such a FWM process is resonantly enhanced at the exciton resonance and may show a very short
time constant. A two-polariton state can change its internal spin structure through scattering
with phonons or defects and thus lose its coherence. We attribute the decay of the FWM signal
(figures 4(a), (c), and (d)) with the time constant τ1 ≈ 130 fs as being mainly related to this
effect. As shown in figure 6, the corresponding dephasing rates differ significantly from one
film to the other, indicating the extrinsic nature of this relaxation process. This fast decay is
absent in the platelet when studied at a photon energy of 3.195 eV (figure 4(b)), where only
the slow exponential decay is observed. In the framework of the interpretation given above,
this is due to the fact that at this photon energy the generation of a two-polariton state followed
by an induced decay cannot take place with energy and momentum conservation.

As regards the long time constant, we attribute it to the coherence time of the
polaritons. While a signal generated in transmission is sensitive to the different polariton
dephasing processes only, one generated in retrodiffusion is also affected by surface-enhanced
recombination and, as explained above, by the propagation of polaritons out of the excited
region. The latter lead to a decrease of the time constant τ2, but this is not due to a dephasing
process.

It is interesting to notice that the FWM decay curves in figures 4(a) and (mainly) 7
show a slight modulation when compared to the double-exponential fit. Such a modulation
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Table 1. Dephasing rates and decay times for different samples at T = 5 K.

Sample �0 (meV) τ2 (ps)

Platelet at 3.203 eV 1.10 ± 0.02 0.60 ± 0.01
Platelet at 3.195 eV 1.64 ± 0.02 0.40 ± 0.01
Film, 3 µm, 3.202 eV 1.70 ± 0.05 0.38 ± 0.02
Film, 0.1 µm, 3.202 eV 1.37 ± 0.02 0.48 ± 0.01
Film, 0.1 µm (in transmission) 3.202 eV 0.61 ± 0.03 1.08 ± 0.05

is clearly absent in figure 4(b). Although the structures are comparable to the noise level,
they appear systematically and could be due to beating structures: close to the surface, bulk
and surface polaritons are constructed from the same exciton wavefunctions. For wavevectors
inside the bottleneck region, the dispersion of the surface polaritons is very close to that of
longitudinal excitons. Therefore, the dispersions of the two types of polariton are parallel to
each other. In a FWM experiment, both types of quasiparticle can be excited by the light beams
since, due to the grating configuration, the in-plane wavevector of the polaritons is no longer
conserved [22, 32]. This situation would lead to quantum beats in the FWM intensity inside
the bottleneck region. The energy separation of 5.5 meV between the states (corresponding to
the nonanalytical exchange interaction) leads to a beating period of 750 fs. This value is close
to the periodicity in figures 4(a) and 7. Outside the bottleneck region, when measuring as in
figure 4(b) at 3.195 eV, the energy separation would be 13 meV. This would correspond to a
much faster beating period, which, in addition, would strongly depend on the photon energy
and the beating structure would be washed out.

The dephasing rates �0 = h̄/τ2 of the samples studied are listed in table 1. One finds in
retrodiffusion τ2 = 0.6–0.38 ps. These values are characteristic for the samples close to their
surfaces and depend on the photon energy of the polaritons. They indicate that the platelet and
the sample of 0.1 µm thickness have better surface qualities than the one with 3 µm thickness.
This is probably due to the fact that the lattice mismatch between substrate and film leads to
strain, which relaxes with increasing thickness and gives rise to a great number of defects.
This hypothesis is supported by the fact that, when studying the substrate/CuCl interface for
both films by FWM in reflection, we find longer time constants (τ2 ∼ 0.4–0.6 ps), comparable
to that of the platelet.

If one compares the result for τ2 measured in transmission and reflection for the film of
0.1 µm thickness, one sees that the surface effects diminish τ2 from its bulk value by a factor
of 2.25. Since polaritons show a free polarization decay, one may deduce from the longer time
constants τ2 of the FWM signal in transmission the dephasing times of the polaritons T2 = 2τ2.
Therefore, one would expect T2 for a bulk sample of good quality to take the value of 2.7 ps
at its maximum and then depend on the photon energy, similarly to the case for the 0.1 µm
film indicated in figure 9. For the 0.1 µm thick sample studied in transmission, one would
deduce from table 1 a value of T2 = 2.16 ps, which is quite comparable to the one postulated
for the bulk sample. Since the polariton–acoustic phonon scattering is far too small in CuCl to
explain these high damping values [16], we think that they are limited by extrinsic scattering
effects.

As regards the insets of figures 3 and 9, we relate the decrease of the decay time τ2 (increase
of the dephasing rate) outside the bottleneck region to elastic scattering of the polaritons: in
classical collision theory, the dephasing rate due to elastic scattering is given by �0 = Nσvg
where σ is the elastic scattering cross section, N the number of scattering centres, and vg the
group velocity of the quasiparticles. Like the density of states, vg is strongly modified due to
the polariton effect and increases rapidly outside the bottleneck region.
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7. Conclusions

Dephasing times of excitonic polaritons in high-quality CuCl samples at 5 K have been
evaluated from FWM experiments to the maximum value of T2 = 2.7 ps inside the bottleneck
region. Outside this region but close to the excitonic resonance frequencies, polaritons dephase
much faster due to their increasing group velocity, which is important in elastic scattering
processes. These values are much smaller than those reported in [16], which vary between 15
and 100 ps, depending on the photon energy. They are determined for photon energies outside
the polariton bottleneck region where the samples are transparent. They are also smaller than
but comparable with values inside the bottleneck region, which can be estimated from hyper-
Raman scattering [23, 33]. They show linewidths (FWHM) of 0.2 meV (corresponding to a
dephasing time T2 = 6.5 ps). Since hyper-Raman scattering, even when measured at low
intensities of excitation, is often connected to stimulated emission, such a line-shape analysis
is not very precise and only leads to an estimate of the upper limit of the coherence time.

In thin films or bulk samples studied in reflection, surface recombination and polariton
propagation shorten the signal decay time and give rise to an apparent dephasing time of
T2 = 1.2 ps. In addition, in different films, depending on their crystalline quality, an even
faster decay of the FWM signals can be observed. It is of extrinsic character, i.e. it is due to
additional surface recombination and scattering with impurities and/or imperfections.
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